
Savant WMS's latest release includes an
embedded Shipping Manifest! 

SAVANT WMS IS ONE OF THE MOST VALIDATED (ABOVE CERTIFIED)
WMS/SHIPPING MANIFEST SOLUTIONS IN THE ZEBRA PARTNER COMMUNITY



Our Land &
Expand
Capabilities

Start small to reduce your upfront cost and
boost your ROI.

Activate additional modules as you grow. 

No need for redeployment or retraining.

Increased process improvements with simple
user experience.

Savant WMS's solution stack approach has been designed to provide
flexibility to adapt to your needs at every step along your supply
chain journey. Our Land and Expand capabilities allow you to start
small and activate additional modules as you outgrow your current
requirements.

With Savant WMS, you deploy a single solution, one database, and
one user interface with multiple modules. As a result, Savant WMS
provides your team a total solution over time without the need to
ever redeploy or retrain. With this approach, our customers only
activate the modules they need to reduce your upfront costs, boost
your ROI, simplify your user's experience, increase process
improvements, and guarantee system adoption.

Savant WMS's latest release comes with our enhanced Shipping Manifest module.
It enables you to unlock a new level of shipping automation, turning every staff
member into an instant shipping expert!



Automate Shipping for all of your carriers

Core Capabilities

Parcel Shipping
We provide parcel carrier compliance, including labeling,
reporting, and electronic manifesting. • FedEx Express •
FedEx Ground • UPS • US Postal Service, and many more.

Use your established rate discounts with Parcel carriers

Dimensions and weights are used to calculate the correct
shipping rate

Print shipping labels

Confirm the items that are being shipped in each box with
the optional packing function

LTL Shipping
Our platform offers a simplified process for connecting
to many US-based LTL carriers, with the ability to rate
shop across both parcel and LTL. This process
simplifies transportation decisions and reduces costs.

Use your established rate discounts with LTL carriers

Request pickup and get Pro Numbers electronically

Reduced labor cost through fewer manual processes

Faster responses to shipping inquiries

One system to manage all transportation needs

Savant WMS Additional Options

If GS-1 (UCC128) labels are needed, the Savant
Shipping Manifest module can also produce those
for each box and/or pallet as defined by the EDI
Trading Partner. This is another benefit of
connectivity between modules within the same
system. The Advanced Shipping Notice (ASN)
module is required for this function.

If you are a Third Party Logistics company (3PL)
then the shipping charges can be used to feed into
the daily, weekly, or monthly billing of freight to
each end-user customer.



Printing Solutions
Savant Shipping Manifest supports forms and carrier-
required documentation such as Manifest reports,
Tracking labels, and Compliance labels.

Supports multiple types of printers

Enables users to manage multiple documents through
one central system

Labels pre-configured to meet carrier specifications

Accessorials and Billing Options
Certain carrier accessorial charges can be added, such
as Declared Value insurance and Signature Required

Customer billing accounts can be defined in the ERP
system or in the Savant system per each carrier and
can be automatically used when an order is shipped
for that customer

Prepaid, Consignee, and Third-Party billing methods
are available

Stores alternate “retail” rates, while the manifest
maintains the actual carrier charges

Provides data that can be used to compare company
shipping costs with amounts billed to customers for
Shipping.

Rate Shopping
Carrier rate shopping is an automatic comparison of
carriers’ shipping services and their shipping rates in
real-time in order to find the least expensive option.
Using rate shopping eliminates manual decisions
made by shipping personnel, saves time, and makes
Shipping cost-effective.

Automatically shop for the “best” carrier based on cost
as well as delivery time

Accurate decision-making on transportation pricing for
both parcels and LTL’s

Calculate and compare alternate rates based on criteria
such as negotiated and retail rates. This is useful for
determining potential markups

Stores retail rates, in addition to the actual carrier
charges



We make at least four times as many beers as we used to, so the
complexity of our business is much higher now,” said White.
“Thanks to the mobile devices and the WMS solution, we’ve been
able to successfully weather the growth and complexity challenges
we’ve faced. Managing our growth and our expanded operations
manually would have been impossible.

Sierra Nevada

Zebra Integration
Savant WMS has been a Validated Zebra connected solution since 2016.
Validated is above certified, meaning Zebra has tested our software with their
hardware and Validated that the software and hardware will work as
advertised! Our development team and implementation consulting staff have
a well-rounded knowledge of how Zebra works and can add value to the
customer experience with this expertise.

Contact Us
Reach out to us and
optimize your warehouse
performance today.

Website
www.savantwms.com

Email Address
info@savantwms.com

https://www.savantwms.com/case-studies/sierra-nevada/
http://savantwms.com/
https://www.savantwms.com/
mailto:info@savantwms.com

